Vision Insurance

Keep an Eye on Your Vision Health
Saves you money and improves your health
Whether you have perfect vision, or require some type of corrective lenses,
preventive eye care is an important part of your overall health. Guardian®
Vision Insurance can help you offset the expensive costs of exams, frames,
contact lenses, corrective surgery and more.
Regular eye exams can detect medical problems
Research shows that regular vision exams can help identify vision issues
before they become serious.1 Having a vision plan can also benefit your family,
and in particular your children, since problems with vision can affect their
progress in school.
Other conditions that can be detected with regular vision exams include:
• Diabetes
• High blood pressure
• Increased stroke risk
• Autoimmune diseases
• Excessive thyroid hormones
Vision Insurance with Guardian
With Guardian Vision coverage, you have access to quality vision care from an
extensive network of eye care providers with thousands of service locations
across the nation. For just a few dollars a month, you and your family can take
advantage of affordable coverage that can save you time and money.
It’s easy to use your plan
To quickly find vision providers or retail locations go to guardiananytime.com
or download Guardian’s ‘Find a Provider and ID Card’ app to your mobile device.
Get the benefits of Guardian Vision
•
•
•
•

No ID cards needed
Nationwide network including convenient retail locations
Quick and easy claim payments
Convenient payroll deductions

See the value of
healthy vision
Two out of three
Americans are affected
by vision problems.2
70% of adults in the U.S.
experience some form of
digital eye strain due to use
of their electronic devices.3
Nearly 25% of school
age children have vision
problems that can
impact learning.4

Learn more about Vision Insurance at guardiananytime.com
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